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SMAP-HydroBlocks, a 30-m 
satellite-based soil moisture 
dataset for the conterminous US
Noemi Vergopolan1 ✉, Nathaniel W. Chaney2, Ming Pan  1,3, Justin Sheffield4, Hylke E. Beck  5, 
Craig R. Ferguson  6, Laura torres-Rojas  2, Sara Sadri7 & Eric F. Wood  1

Soil moisture plays a key role in controlling land-atmosphere interactions, with implications for water 
resources, agriculture, climate, and ecosystem dynamics. Although soil moisture varies strongly across 
the landscape, current monitoring capabilities are limited to coarse-scale satellite retrievals and a 
few regional in-situ networks. Here, we introduce SMAP-HydroBlocks (SMAP-HB), a high-resolution 
satellite-based surface soil moisture dataset at an unprecedented 30-m resolution (2015–2019) across 
the conterminous United States. SMAP-HB was produced by using a scalable cluster-based merging 
scheme that combines high-resolution land surface modeling, radiative transfer modeling, machine 
learning, SMAP satellite microwave data, and in-situ observations. We evaluated the resulting dataset 
over 1,192 observational sites. SMAP-HB performed substantially better than the current state-of-the-
art SMAP products, showing a median temporal correlation of 0.73 ± 0.13 and a median Kling-Gupta 
Efficiency of 0.52 ± 0.20. The largest benefit of SMAP-HB is, however, the high spatial detail and 
improved representation of the soil moisture spatial variability and spatial accuracy with respect to 
SMAP products. The SMAP-HB dataset is available via zenodo and at https://waterai.earth/smaphb.

Background & Summary
Detailed and accurate information on the spatiotemporal distribution of soil moisture is important for numerous 
applications, such as monitoring of drought1–3 and crop irrigation demands4–6; mapping antecedent conditions 
that trigger wildfires7,8, landslides9,10, and flooding11,12; and quantifying water, energy, and carbon fluxes between 
the land and atmosphere13–15. Depending on the landscape heterogeneity, such physical processes can occur at the 
1–100 m spatial scale, at which in-situ sensors could provide detailed information. However, in-situ observations’ 
representativeness can be limited to only a few meters from the sensors, they are costly to deploy and maintain, 
and therefore are not widely available at continental extents.

With satellite observations increasingly available16, optical and near-infrared satellite sensors (e.g., MODIS, 
Landsat, and Sentinel-2) can provide proxies for estimating soil moisture at high spatial resolution (10–250 m)17–19.  
However, estimates from these sensors can suffer attenuation from the atmosphere, high cloud coverage, dense 
vegetation, and infrequent revisit time (~1–2 weeks). Alternatively, passive microwave sensors were designed to 
penetrate through clouds and dense vegetation to retrieve surface soil moisture with a 25–50-km spatial resolu-
tion and 2–3-days revisit time20–25. NASA’s Soil Moisture Active-Passive mission22 (SMAP), for example, has a 
36-km spatial resolution (or 9 km via the resampled SMAP L3 Enhanced23,26 product). Combining such passive 
sensors with a active sensor (e.g., Sentinel-1) and/or assimilating them into physical models can provide estimates 
with a 1–3-km27,28 and 9–25-km29–32 spatial resolution, respectively. These capabilities critically contributed for 
aiding regional- to global-scale water resources applications33,34. However, they still lack the spatial detail and 
accuracy necessary for local-scale (1–100 m) applications3,35,36. Thus, despite the increased demand, obtaining 
high-resolution data at continental extents remains a challenge.
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To address the need for high-resolution satellite-based soil moisture estimates, Vergopolan et al.37 developed 
an approach that combines HydroBlocks, a cluster-based high-resolution land surface model, with a Tau-Omega 
Radiative Transfer Model (RTM). This approach fuses HydroBlocks-RTM outputs (30-m resolution) and SMAP 
L3 brightness temperature observations (36-km resolution) using a cluster-based merging scheme. The unique-
ness of this approach resides in leveraging HydroBlocks’ complex tiling for merging satellite observations in 
the cluster space. In this way, satellite-based soil moisture at an effective 30-m resolution can be achieved in a 
computationally efficient manner that, otherwise, would be challenging to scale using traditional regular grid 
approaches. Here, we introduce a new parameterization for this cluster-based merging scheme, which uses 

Fig. 1 Climatology of SMAP-HB surface soil moisture, representing the top 5-cm of the soil column at 30-m 
spatial resolution over the CONUS (2015–2019). Insets show the soil moisture spatial detail at locations with 
different hydroclimatic and topographic conditions. For each location, two boxes of 100-km and 20-km size are 
shown along with illustrative Landsat satellite imagery. Water bodies are shown in blue. Inset labels show scale bar. 
Interactive visualization of the 30-m data is available at https://waterai.earth/smaphb.
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machine learning to regionalize the relationships between landscape characteristics and data from satellites, mod-
els, and in-situ observations. We apply this new approach to fuse brightness temperature from HydroBlocks-RTM 
(30-m resolution) and the SMAP L3 Enhanced (9-km resolution) product, and we demonstrate its scalability 
by developing SMAP-HydroBlocks (SMAP-HB), the first hyper-resolution38 satellite-based surface soil moisture 
dataset at over a continental extent (Fig. 1). SMAP-HB is available at 6-h 30-m spatial resolution (2015–2019) 
over the conterminous United States (CONUS).

SMAP-HB revealed a substantial spatial variability (Fig. 1), reflecting the complex interactions between 
hydroclimate and topography across CONUS, but also the impact of soil properties and land use evident at the 
local scales (insets). SMAP-HB captures the imprint of river reaches and wet riparian corridors in both wet and 
dry hydroclimates, such as over the wetlands of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge (inset 6) and the peren-
nial tributaries replenished by snowmelt in the California’s Sierra Nevada (inset 1). We evaluate the accuracy of 
SMAP-HB using in-situ observations and compare its performance against the HydroBlocks and SMAP L3E (rep-
resenting the baseline products), and the NASA’s SMAP L4 data assimilation product29,39 at their respective spatial 
resolution (Fig. 2). Overall, SMAP-HB has the best temporal statistics, with a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 
of 0.07 m3/m3 for the training and testing sites (Table S1), and Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) scores of 0.53 and 
0.48 for the training and testing sites, respectively. SMAP-HB showed temporal correlations of 0.71 and 0.77 at the 
training and testing sites, respectively, compared to 0.73 and 0.74 for SMAP L4. SMAP-HB performed substan-
tially better than the baseline products (Fig. 2b). The largest gains are in the KGE score, with a 0.12 improvement 
compared to SMAP L3E. SMAP-HB showed the highest spatial accuracy (Fig. 3), evaluated through the spatial 
correlation across the CONUS (0.66), the New York Mesonet (0.42), and the Oklahoma Mesonet (0.54). As such, 
we anticipate this dataset can transform efforts to monitor water resources and natural hazards by enabling better 
representation and understanding of water, energy, and carbon cycle processes at spatial scales that have so far 
been unresolved.

Methods
Satellite brightness temperature and soil moisture retrievals. We used data from NASA’s Soil 
Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) Mission, in particular version 3 of the L3 Enhanced Global 9-km product26 
(SMAP L3E). Relative to other satellites, the SMAP L-Band microwave sensor tends to offer the best sensitivity to 
soil moisture retrieval at the top 5 cm of the soil40,41. The SMAP L3E provides morning and afternoon composites 
of brightness temperature, ancillary data for the Tau-Omega Radiative Transfer Model, retrieved soil moisture, 
time of measurement, and quality control flags. This product spans from 31 March 2015 to the present, with a 2–3 
days revisit time. We used the vertically polarized brightness temperature corrected and flagged for the presence 
of frozen ground, snow cover, transient water, and active precipitation at the time of the satellite overpass. SMAP 
L3E soil moisture retrievals were only used for evaluation purposes.

To expand the soil moisture dataset evaluation, we included the SMAP L4 Global 3-h 9-km EASE-Grid Surface 
Soil Moisture Analysis Update version 539. This product was computed via dynamic assimilation of SMAP bright-
ness temperatures into the NASA Catchment land surface model42 using a customized version of the Goddard 
Earth Observing System (GEOS) land data assimilation system.

HydroBlocks land surface model. Satellite Earth observation and physiographic data are increasingly 
available at higher spatial resolutions. However, traditional land surface models struggle to harness the oppor-
tunities afforded by these data due to their complex representation of physical processes, and they are unable 
to computationally scale with the massive data volumes across large domains. To address this challenge, the 
HydroBlocks land surface model was designed to leverage the repeating spatial patterns that exist over the land-
scape by implementing a hierarchical clustering algorithm to define its computational mesh43,44. This approach 
groups the fine-scale drivers of the landscape spatial heterogeneity using, for example, 30-m land cover, soil 
properties, topography data, into complex tiles/clusters of similar hydrologic behavior, herein called Hydrologic 
Response Unit (HRU)44,45. In this way, HydroBlocks simulates hydrological processes within the HRUs instead 
of regular grids, yielding an effective 30-m spatial resolution. This allows HydroBlocks to leverage the complex 
physics of land surface models while efficiently reducing the system’s dimensionality and computational require-
ments. For example, a 9-km grid box containing 90,000 30-m grid cells can be represented with ~300–500 clusters  
(a 180–300 times reduction) depending on the landscape complexity.

Here, HydroBlocks was set up to simulate soil moisture and soil temperature with a 3-h 30-m resolution, 
between 2015–2019 (with model spin up between 2010–2014). We used the 1-h 3-km Princeton CONUS 
Forcing45 (PCF) dataset as meteorological input. PCF downscales the North American Land Data Assimilation 
System 2 (NLDAS-2) data with several higher resolution datasets. PCF precipitation combines the Stage IV 
and Stage II radar/gauge products with NLDAS-2, and the shortwave radiation combines GOES Surface and 
Insolation Product (GSIP) with NLDAS-2. PCF also uses an elevation-based downscaling/fusion procedure to 
ensure physical consistency and mass/energy balance. To parameterize the land surface model, we used a 30-m 
SRTM-based elevation dataset46 and post-processed it to remove pits and derived slope, aspect, topographic 
index, flow direction, flow accumulation values, and height above the nearest drainage. We used the 2016 30-m 
land cover classification from the National Land Cover Database47 (NLCD). The soil-water hydraulic parameters 
were from the 30-m Probabilistic Remapping of SSURGO48 (POLARIS) dataset. No model calibration was per-
formed, to allow the in-situ soil moisture observations to be used for independent validation.

To obtain HRU-level 30-m brightness temperature estimates, HydroBlocks was combined with a Tau-Omega 
Radiative Transfer Model (HydroBlocks-RTM). Using the 30-m HydroBlocks soil moisture (of the top 5-cm of the 
soil column), soil temperature, 30-m POLARIS clay content, and the 9-km SMAP L3E ancillary data (albedo, veg-
etation optical depth, surface roughness), we computed the 30-m brightness temperature with HydroBlocks-RTM. 
Further details of the HydroBlocks-RTM implementation are presented in Vergopolan et al.37.
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Fig. 2 Temporal evaluation of daily SMAP L3E, SMAP L4, HydroBlocks, and SMAP-HB soil moisture products 
against in-situ observations. Evaluation statistics are the Pearson correlation, RMSE, and the KGE score. Panel 
(a) shows the temporal evaluation analysis split between in-situ observations used in the merging scheme 
random forest model (training sites, Table S1) and independent observations (the SMAP core calibration/
validation sites). The in-situ observations were compared with the respective soil moisture product when data 
was simultaneously available for all four products, where n is the number of observational sites evaluated. 
To remove the influence of frozen soils, observations are masked when the HydroBlocks soil temperature is 
below 4 °C. Panel (b) shows the temporal statistics of the SMAP-HB product distributed in space and their 
respective improvement over those for the base products. The first row shows the correlation, RMSE, and 
KGE for SMAP-HB for all the sites. The following rows show the difference in the evaluation statistics between 
SMAP-HB and the base products. Blue colors indicate higher SMAP-HB performance. Inset histograms show 
the median and median absolute deviation values.
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Merging brightness temperature via spatial cluster-based Bayesian merging. We merged the 
30-m resolution brightness temperature from HydroBlocks-RTM with the the 9-km resolution SMAP L3E 
observed brightness temperature. To do this, we used a spatial cluster-based merging scheme, introduced in 
Vergopolan et al.37. This merging scheme is implemented such that, in a given time step, the fine-scale merged 
brightness temperature +THB can be derived according to the state update equation:

= + − ∗ + ∗+ − −( )T T K T HT w bias w (1)HB HB SMAP HB short longanom anom

Where TSMAP is the SMAP brightness temperature observation resampled to 9-km (SMAP L3E product), −THB is 
the cluster-space HydroBlocks-RTM brightness temperature, and the anom subscript refers to the anomalies of 
each product. +THB, −THB, and −THBanom

 have dimensions nc × 1, where nc is the total number of clusters in the 
domain. TSMAPanom

 dimensions ns × 1, where ns is the total number of SMAP grids in the domain. H is the obser-
vation operator that maps HydroBlocks-RTM brightness temperature anomalies ( −THBanom

) from the cluster space 
to the SMAP grid space. H has dimensions ns × nc, and it uses a Gaussian-shaped weighted area to account for the 
relative contribution of each cluster to each SMAP grid (Fig. 4).

The difference between TSMAPanom
 and −HTHBanom

 accounts for the short-term (instantaneous) SMAP increments. 
The bias term accounts for the systematic seasonal differences between TSMAP and −HTHB and it was calculated 
using a 4-month moving window average. wshort and wlong are static parameters ranging between 0–1, and they are 
applied to control the contribution of SMAP anomalies and bias depending on how SMAP adds value to the 
merging scheme. As described in the sequence, to identify the added value of SMAP brightness temperature, we 
used a machine learning data-driven approach to extract relationships from in-situ observations, landscape char-
acteristics, and SMAP ancillary data. The contribution of SMAP anomalies are also weighted by K, which repre-
sents the relative magnitude of the model and observation uncertainties:

Fig. 3 Soil moisture spatial correlation. The spatial correlation was calculated for each day by comparing 
the soil moisture products at collocated grid cells with the in-situ observations over the CONUS, New 
York Mesonet, and Oklahoma Mesonet. This was done when at least 60 in-situ observations were available 
simultaneously at each time step. Panel (a) shows the time series of the CONUS spatial correlation. For clarity, 
we used a seven-day moving average. Panel (b) shows the summary statistics of the daily spatial correlation for 
each region, with n as the number of days evaluated in each comparison.

TBHB
−

TBSMAP
- H.TBHBanom)−(TBSMAPanom

- H.TBHBanom).wshort + bias.wlong 
−TBHB = K.(TBSMAPanom

+

H.TBHB
−

Fig. 4 Spatial cluster-based Bayesian merging scheme. According to Eq. 1, this scheme merges the 30-m 
HydroBlocks-RTM brightness temperature estimates ( −THB, in the cluster-space) with the 9-km SMAP L3E 
observed brightness temperature (TSMAP, in the grid space) to obtain a fused 30-m brightness temperature 
estimate ( +THB, in the cluster space). Figure adapted from Vergopolan et al.37.
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= + −K PH HPH R( ) (2)T T 1

K also operates in the cluster space and it has dimensions nc × ns. R is the observation error covariance matrix, 
and P is the model error covariance matrix. R has dimensions ns × ns, with the diagonal elements set to the SMAP 
radiometer uncertainty of 1.32 K2 49, and the off-diagonal set to zero–assuming the SMAP observation errors 
are uncorrelated with each other. For the model error covariance, we assume cluster pairs belonging to the same 
SMAP grid have correlated errors; otherwise, the errors are assumed to be uncorrelated. Thus, P has dimensions 
nc × nc, with the entries of correlated cluster pairs set to the HydroBlocks brightness temperature uncertainty of 
52 K2 37 and the entries of uncorrelated cluster pairs set to zero.

With the merged brightness temperature estimates, we deployed the inverse HydroBlocks-RTM model to 
retrieve the 30-m (merged) satellite-based soil moisture estimates at each time-step independently. This spa-
tial cluster-based merging scheme allows for efficiently combining regular-grid observational data into the 
cluster-space using matrices with nc dimension of ~300–500 elements instead of a fully distributed setup that 
would require ~90,000 elements (of 30-m grid cells) for merging data over the same 9-km grid.

Quantifying the added value of SMAP. Models and satellites have variable accuracy across the land-
scape, and these differences are reflected in the accuracy of merged products. Thus, identifying where the satellite 
data adds value and by how much is critical to improving the estimates. Here, we map the added value of SMAP 
brightness temperatures that would result in merged soil moisture with the highest accuracy. To this aim, we 
quantified the added value of SMAP based on how SMAP seasonal mean (4-month moving window) and anom-
alies (instantaneous differences with respect to the seasonal mean) improve soil moisture estimates with respect 
to the HydroBlocks model.

This approach relies on identifying the wshort and wlong parameters in Eq. 1 that result in merged soil moisture 
with the highest KGE score (defined in the Technical Validation section). Since these parameters control the con-
tribution of SMAP to the merged brightness temperature, the higher the parameter values, the more SMAP con-
tributes. When the parameters are close to zero, SMAP adds limited value with respect to the model. To quantify 

Fig. 5 The added value of SMAP L3 Enhanced brightness temperature. The top row (a) shows the SMAP added 
value identified at 958 in-situ sites. The added value represents how much SMAP contributed to obtaining 
merged soil moisture with the highest KGE score. Values close to one indicate that SMAP fully contributed 
to improving soil moisture accuracy, while values close to zero shows that the soil moisture accuracy was 
not impacted by merging SMAP, and thus the added value is minimal. The bottom row (b) shows the spatial 
distribution of SMAP added value predicted using a random forest model. This model was trained on the added 
value of the 958 in-situ sites (a), SMAP ancillary data, and landscape characteristics (Table S2). The added value 
of SMAP seasonal means and anomalies were quantified jointly, but their contributions are shown separately. 
The SMAP added value was applied to parameterize the SMAP-HB merging scheme in Eq. 1 via the wshort and 
wlong parameters.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-021-01050-2
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the wshort and wlong parameters, we used 958 in-situ soil moisture observations distributed across the CONUS 
(training sites in Table S1). We identified the added value at each site by testing all possible combinations of wshort 
and wlong (each parameter varied a 0.01 increment between 0–1), and we selected the pair that resulted in merged 
soil moisture with the highest KGE score. In this way, we compiled an observation-based training sample of wshort 
and wlong, shown in Fig. 5a. Subsequently, we used this sample to train a random forest model (RF) to predict the 
added value of SMAP based on the relationship learned from physiographic and SMAP ancillary data predictors, 
listed in Table S2. For model training, the value of each RF predictor was defined at the collocated location of each 
observation with respect to the predictor grid cell. All the predictors were normalized based on their maximum 
and minimum values. For model prediction, the value of each RF predictor was defined as the predictor spatial 
mean at each cluster, with each predictor normalized based on the training set maximum and minimum values. 
In this way, after the RF is trained, it enables the prediction of the added value of SMAP seasonal mean and 
anomalies at each cluster, instead of every 30-m grid cell, while still yielding an effective 30-m spatial resolution.

This approach was applied to predict the added value of SMAP seasonal mean and anomalies across the 
CONUS (Fig. 5b). The seasonal mean represents the overall wet and dry biases of soil moisture, and the anomalies 
represent instantaneous contributions, such as from rainfall, irrigation, and flooding. Fig. 5b show how the SMAP 
seasonal mean adds more value in the Northern Great Plains, in the dry and heavily irrigated Southwest and 
California Central Valley, and in the wet and sandy soils of the Mississippi floodplains, correcting for the model 
bias. Short-term contributions (anomalies) tend to be more relevant across the irrigated Great Plains and in the 
sandier soil conditions of the West Coast and the Atlantic Coastal Plain, where SMAP can capture the timing of 
wetting events better than model-only estimates. This implies that at these locations SMAP contributes signifi-
cantly to improve deficiencies in the precipitation data or in the way the model translates precipitation into soil 
moisture. However, SMAP anomalies provide a limited contribution in the northeast US, the Rocky Mountains, 
and the Appalachian Mountains, which could be attributable to the confounding effects of complex terrain and 
dense vegetation on the satellite retrievals, but also due to SMAP’s limited quality control in snow-dominated 
regions50. The added value of SMAP seasonal mean and anomalies was applied to parameterize the SMAP-HB 
merging scheme in Eq. 1 via the wshort and wlong parameters. This observation-driven parameterization enabled 
the merging scheme to benefit from the information contained in in-situ observations and physical landscape 
characteristics without solely relying on covariance errors.

Data Records
The SMAP-HydroBlocks surface soil moisture dataset at 30-m 6-h resolution (2015–2019) comprises a 22 TB 
dataset (with maximum compression). Due to the storage limitation of online repositories, we provide the raw 
data at the HRU level (time, hru) compressed to 33.8 GB. A python code and instructions for post-processing 
the data into geographic coordinates (time, latitude, longitude) is provided at GitHub (https://github.com/
NoemiVergopolan/SMAP-HydroBlocks_postprocessing). An aggregated version at 1-km 6-h resolution 
already post-processed into geographic coordinates (time, latitude, longitude) is also made available compris-
ing in 31.5 GB of data. Data are available for download from the Zenodo repository51 (https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.5206725). Different subsets of the data can also be made available upon request from the primary author. 
Please provide details on the intended and desired spatial and temporal resolution, domain, and period of inter-
est in your request. Data will be provided via Google Drive shared link. The data are provided in self-describing 
netCDF-4 format (https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/), and referenced to the World Geodetic 
Reference System 1984 (WGS 84) ellipsoid. The netCDF-4 files can be viewed, edited, and analyzed using most 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software packages, including ArcGIS, QGIS, and GRASS. As an illustra-
tion example, a 30-m map of the SMAP-HB annual and long-term climatology can be viewed through an interac-
tive web interface at https://waterai.earth/smaphb.

technical Validation
We quantified the spatial and temporal accuracy of the SMAP-HB 30-m soil moisture using observations from 
in-situ sensors at 1,191 sites. We compared it with the performance of the HydroBlocks and the SMAP L3E 
products (representing the baseline products), and the state-of-the-art SMAP L4 data assimilation product. Our 
evaluation used mean daily in-situ observations at the soil moisture products’ collocated grid cell only at the time 
steps in which all soil moisture products were simultaneously available. To remove the impact of frozen soils 
in the evaluation, we masked the soil moisture estimates when the HydroBlocks soil temperature was below 4 
degrees Celsius.

The temporal evaluation was split between 958 training sites (used to parameterize our merging scheme via 
machine learning) and 233 independent testing sites (SMAP core calibration/validation sites; see Table S152–63). 
Training sites were selected such that no validation sites were within a 25 km radius from testing sites. We eval-
uate the soil moisture performance in terms of the temporal Pearson correlation, the Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE), and the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) score. The KGE score combines the linear Pearson correlation 
(ρ), the bias ratio (β), and the variability ratio (γ):

ρ β γ β
μ

μ
γ

σ μ

σ μ
= − − + − + − = =KGE 1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)

/

/ (3)
prod

obs

prod prod

obs obs

2 2 2

where μ and σ are the temporal mean and standard deviation of the soil moisture products (prod) and the 
observations (obs).

Fig. 2a presents the temporal evaluation results. Overall, SMAP-HB has the best temporal statistics, with 
RMSE values of 0.07 m3/m3 for both the training and testing sites, and Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) scores 
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of 0.53 and 0.48 for the training and testing sites, respectively. While SMAP-HB median temporal correlations 
were 0.71 and 0.77 at the training and testing sites, respectively, the values for SMAP L4 were 0.73 and 0.74. 
SMAP-L4 generally performed better than SMAP-HB in terms of temporal correlation at mountainous and 
snow-dominated sites (e.g., at SNOTEL sites; see Fig. S1). The higher skill of SMAP L4 at these sites could be 
associated with the benefit of assimilation of in-situ precipitation observations into the meteorological forcings of 
the Catchment land surface model64.

To also quantify the added value of our merging scheme at the point level, we evaluated the temporal statistics 
spatially (Fig. 2b). SMAP-HB correlation, bias, and RMSE values across the CONUS are spatially homogeneous, 
with an overall improvement with respect to the baseline products (SMAP L3E and HydroBlocks). SMAP-HB 
showed a median improvement of 0.03 in temporal correlation with respect to the SMAP L3E product. However, 
the largest gains are observed in the KGE score, with a median improvement of 0.12 in comparison to SMAP L3. 
This KGE improvement consolidates overall improvements in temporal correlation, bias ratio, and variation ratio. 
Figs. S1 and S2 present additional temporal evaluation statistics stratified per soil moisture network, soil type, 
elevation, vegetation type, among others.

To assess the soil moisture products’ performance in representing spatial dynamics, the spatial correlation was 
calculated for each day by comparing the daily soil moisture products collocated grid-cell and daily in-situ obser-
vations over CONUS, New York Mesonet, and Oklahoma Mesonet. Aiming for statistical significance, the spa-
tial correlation was only calculated when at least 60 in-situ observations and soil moisture products were available 
simultaneously at a given time step. As such, the spatial correlation aims to quantify at each time step to what extent 
are the soil moisture products representative of the soil moisture spatial variability. Our results show in Fig. 3 that 
HydroBlocks and SMAP-HB presented the highest spatial correlation across the CONUS, the New York Mesonet, 
and the Oklahoma Mesonet. SMAP-HB spatial correlation was 0.66 over CONUS, 0.42 over the New York Mesonet, 
and 0.54 over the Oklahoma Mesonet. The largest SMAP-HB improvement is observed at the NY-Mesonet, where 
HydroBlocks spatial correlation was 0.32 and SMAP L4 was 0.23. However, the caveat of this spatial correlation anal-
ysis is that it includes the training in-situ observations (also used to parameterize the merging scheme).

Usage Notes
Given its spatial detail, the SMAP-HB dataset will be useful for solving many physical processes and applica-
tion at spatial scales that so far have been unresolved. These applications include mapping and understanding 
crop irrigation demands4,6, farmer decision making and planting dates65, drought impacts1–3; and mapping of 
antecedent soil moisture conditions can help estimate the susceptibility to wildfires7,8, landslides9,10, flooding, 
and waterlogging conditions11,12. Detailed soil moisture information can aid and improve the quantification of 
biogeochemical cycles in wetlands and riparian zones66, as well as better inform the environmental conditions 
that facilitate epidemic outbreaks of, for example, West Nile virus67, malaria68, and locust69. SMAP-HB’s improved 
characterization of soil moisture spatial variability can inform the parameterization of atmospheric convection 
models70 directly supporting climate and weather predictions71. However, uncertainties still remain and some 
caveats should be considered:

•	 SMAP-HB estimates the volumetric surface soil moisture content of the top 5-cm of the soil based on 
SMAP-observed brightness temperature. As such, SMAP-HB retrievals are only available when and where 
SMAP has non-flagged brightness temperature observations.

•	 SMAP-HB showed lower temporal correlation at sites of high elevation (Fig. S2b), such as sites belonging 
to the SNOTEL network (Fig. S1). This could be due to (i) the confounding effects of topographic relief on 
the upwelling microwave brightness temperature observed by the radiometer; (ii) the likely more frequent 
presence of frozen or snow-covered soils that were not captured by quality control, but can affect both the 
in-situ measurements and the satellite retrievals; and (iii) the lower quality of the precipitation data (due to 
terrain blockage of radar beams, a lower rain gauge density, and a relatively high spatial heterogeneity in pre-
cipitation). In fact, Beck et al.72 demonstrated that the precipitation forcing can play a large role in driving the 
temporal correlation accuracy of the soil moisture products that were derived from merging approaches that 
include physically-based modeling.

•	 Although not quantified due to limited in-situ observation coverage, we expected high uncertainties near 
urban areas, given limitations in characterizing hydrological processes in urban and human-managed set-
tings, as well as limited model capability in representing drainage networks. High uncertainties and NoData 
is expected in coastal areas and near large water bodies due to microwave signal contamination.

•	 With respect to irrigation, due to the large footprint of the SMAP sensor, SMAP-HB is limited to only cap-
turing large-scale irrigation signals. To capture the impact of local-scale patchy irrigation, future work will 
include the assimilation of thermal sensors and an irrigation module into the HydroBlocks model. Such 
improvements on data and methods would benefit not only the spatial and temporal accuracy but may also 
enhance capabilities for local-scale applications.

Code availability
Source code for the HydroBlocks land surface model is available at https://github.com/chaneyn/HydroBlocks. 
The Random Forest model used to parameterize the merging scheme was implemented using the 
RandomForestRegressor class of the scikit-learn Python module. While not written as a portable library or 
toolset, code is available upon request.
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